In this paper, the formulate of second order of fuzzy Taylor's method based on gH difference is calculated. On the following we used the second order of fuzzy Taylor's method for solving the fuzzy initial value problem. Finally we present the error table of numerical example.
Introduction
In recent years, by definition of generalized Hukuhara difference, it is created a new approach for solving fuzzy differential equations. In most recently, Allahviranloo introduced fuzzy Taylor series based on generalized Hukuhara difference. In this paper we obtained second order of fuzzy Taylor's method by use formulate of fuzzy Taylor series based on generalized Hukuhara difference. We use the second order of fuzzy Taylor's method for solving fuzzy initial value problem, and present error table of numerical example. In this paper, we consider ordinary differential equation by fuzzy initial value as following ′ ( ) = ( , ( )), (1.1) ( 0 ) = 0 , (1.2) Where is a fuzzy function, ( , ( )) is a fuzzy function of the crisp variable t and the fuzzy variable , and 0 ∈ ℝ and ℝ , it means 0 is a fuzzy number. The function ′ ( ) is generated Hukuhara derivative of .
Basic Preliminaries
In this section we present necessary fuzzy basic preliminaries and introduce and prove fuzzy theorem to achieve formulation of second order of fuzzy Taylor's method. 
it is proved in [7] . By assumption and notation of [7] , We just prove for
The proof of
and
is the same. 
. Then ∆ > 0, and as ∆ → 0 + we get ∆ → 0 + by continuity of g. see ( − ∆ ) = − ∆ . We observe that
The Fuzzy Second Taylor's Method
In this section by applying the fuzzy Taylor's obtained on [1] , we calculated the second order of fuzzy Taylor method for solving fuzzy initial value problem. Suppose the ( ) is the solution of fuzzy ordinary differential equation with fuzzy initial value as following 
Numerical Result
In this section by using obtained fuzzy method based on generalized Hukuhara difference in section 3, we solve two fuzzy numerical examples and present local truncation error tables. 
Conclusion
The local truncation error tables show the presented fuzzy numerical method for solving fuzzy initial value problem is stable, and present acceptable solution for these problems. http://www.ispacs.com/journals/jfsva/2017/jfsva-00379/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services
The local truncation error show us the second order of fuzzy Taylor's method has more accuracy from fuzzy Euler's method, but its weakness is that the second order of fuzzy Taylor's method has the high number of calculations.
